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Big Picture 
Social media can do wonders for your brand if the product you’re selling uses visual and emotive 
campaigns, such as a hair and beauty range. The owners will put money behind paid promotion 
including reaction posts, and campaigns finished with stunning visuals. 
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Big Picture 

It does, however, get more complicated 
when trying to promote a service that 
isn’t visual, has very serious content and 
is bound by legal / privacy issues.  
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Big Picture 

Today we’re asking, can law firms use social media successfully?  

The quick answer is.. 
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Big Picture 

Social media platforms such as LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter provide ample opportunities for 
lawyers to connect with clients, keep an eye on competitors as well as catch up on the latest 
industry news. 

Many law firms are now using social media to stay ahead of the game with brand awareness and 
targeted advertising. 
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Lawyers and Social Media Survey in 2019

The lawyers who were surveyed were asked why they chose to interact on social 
media.  

• 70% reported that career development and networking were their 
motivating reasons.  

• 54% hoped to obtain clients as a result of their participation online.  

• 48% used social media as a tool to increase their education awareness.  

• 30% used social media to investigate their cases. 

• For those lawyers seeking to drum up business as a result of their online 
interaction, some were successful: 

• 35% reporting that they’d had a client retain their services directly or via a 
referral because of their social media use for professional purposes.  

• 46% indicated that their online interaction never resulted in a new client,  

• 19% weren’t sure. 

•
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https://www.mycase.com/blog/2019/01/lawyers-and-social-media-in-2019/
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Intro to Capital A Agency 

• Capital A Agency  - Established 5 years  

• Based in Cambridge  

• Trained with Milli Ponce  -  Social Songbird  

• Over 20 Years of experience in Marketing, PR and Events  

• Over 20 different clients from TV companies, Education Sector, Management Consultants, Estate Agents 

and Restaurants  

• Manage a number of social media platforms  
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Rationale

• To enable LEI to build an established social media presence across a range of platforms 

– LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and YouTube 

• Objectives 

– To create a sense of community where member firms can share professional updates, best 
practices and successful collaborations 

– To provide an (online) network where professional relationships can be fostered 

– To project the message that our network is a strong and dynamic entity to potential clients 
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PASSION & EXPERIENCE FOR WORKING WITH PEOPLE 
GALVANISING A COMMUNITY 

PERCEPTIVENESS  
CREATIVITY & IDEAS 

DELIVERING ROI 
GENERATING A LOYAL FOLLOWING 

PROFILE AND AWARENESS BUILDING 



The Business Needs  -  LEI 
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• Employees of member firmsPrimary Audience

• The Legal community in generalSecondary Audience

• Middle market and entrepreneurial clients looking for 
representation in multiple worldwide locationsTertiary Audience



Strategy Overview - LEI
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1. LEI sharing press and media coverage  

2. Event promotion and coverage - schedule / keynote speakers / talking heads / exhibits  / soundbites as well as city highlights 
of the impressive locations - creating event hashtags as well as using locations and tagging in delegates  

3. Sharing of member firms content e.g blogs/case studies/testimonials/webcasts /handbooks/apps and other technology/ 
business awards/sponsorship opportunities  - e.g Soundbyte  

4. Industry facts and figures from the global legal  world e.g “10 things you needed to know about bitcoin” using sources like 
Forbes, Harvard Law School, The Lawyer, The Economist etc  

5. Experts in our field: Key quotes from LEI member figureheads - responding to current business trending topics e.g “We 
asked..”, Tip of the day,  

6. Inspirational posts / reposted material about LEI’s core values e.g Collaboration. 

7. Starting hashtags  e.g sharing hour - e.g #LEIcollaborationhour  or events #LEIBrussels2019 

Half an hour engagement - 5 days a week. 



Hashtags 

• Using predictable hashtags - #MondayMotivation

• Trending hashtags - #metoo 

• Using Ritetag to get high performing hashtags - #law

• Making search tags - #LEIBrussels2019


❖
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https://ritetag.com


Tagging people

Tagging people means you link them to your post and they are notified as well as it coming up 

on their feed. The notification prompts them to retweet to their audience 
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Examples of High Performing SM Posts
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Analytics and Insights 
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• Facebook - Insights  

• Twitter - Analytics  

• LinkedIn - Analytics

https://www.facebook.com/LawExchangeInternational/insights/?section=navPosts
https://analytics.twitter.com/user/LawExchangeInt/home
https://www.linkedin.com/company/10264034/admin/analytics/visitors/


General Teething Issues
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Content can be a bit dry - humour and industry 

facts go down really well   

Video is needed  - reach and engagement 

increases by 200% when you use video  

  



Specific Teething Issues
PROBLEMS 

LINKEDIN - Business account under my personal 

administration but I cannot make friends or tag 

people in as I'm not an expert in the legal field. 

Needs me to  ghost someone’s existing account 

TWITTER  - Limited following and engagement 

from Gatekeepers not enough engagement  

FACEBOOK - Limited following of Gatekeepers 

and similar to LinkedIn - cant tag or become  
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ACTION POINTS 

LINKEDIN - Needs me to ghost someone’s existing 

account (hoping to take over Lewis Isaacs)  

TWITTER - Needs more gatekeepers to use SM and 

take responsibility for sharing content  

FACEBOOK - Again, needs more gatekeepers to 

share to this account. Similar to LINKEDIN its a 

business account and needs a ghost profile to have 

impact for sharing and commenting. 



Current Twitter Gatekeeper Users
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Only 14 are active  
Only 5 regularly engage 



How LEI can benefit from more SM users

1.Widen the profile of LEI - credibility and profile 

2.Establish LEI as a leading authority in law community  -  blog content  

3.Bring more referrals to gatekeepers  

4.Build the fellowship between LEI colleagues in the support, collaboration and cross-company 
sharing of good practice  

5.Gatekeepers will widen their individual reach through their colleagues sharing each other’s content  
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“The heads of legal practices in the UK sometimes struggle to understand the 
nature of social media and they are reluctant to use them as a resource. A recent 
study revealed that a 100% of the UK’s top ten law firms recognize technology as 
the vital challenge they’d have to face in the next couple of years. It is evident 
that the presence of online networking platforms can help law firms acquire new 
clients and create a closer relationship with regular customers.” 

- Helen Cox

https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/business-services/law-firms/survey.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/business-services/law-firms/survey.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/business-services/law-firms/survey.html


“Social media activity provides greater opportunities for professional networking, and 
enables geographical barriers to be broken down, for example setting up a profile on 
LinkedIn facilitates global access to your profile. 

Finally, it can be used to debate, share opinions and share experiences by 'posting' or 
commenting in public spaces.” 



Benefits to Law firms embracing SM  
(according to The Law Society)  

• Access - to legal information and resources. 
• Profile  
• Engagement  - debate and share “opinions and ..experiences by 'posting' or commenting in public 

spaces.” 
• Professional networking - new clients  
• Bridges geographical barriers “setting up a profile on LinkedIn facilitates global access to your 

profile.” 
• Cost 

• Cheap
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Potential Risks to Law firms embracing SM  
(according to The Law Society)  

• Potential blurring of boundaries “..between personal and professional use” 
• Ethical obligations “..of professional conduct apply in an online environment.” 
• Defamation  
• Security (passwords and logging) 
• Control over information 
• Right to be forgotten 
• Disclosure  
• Accuracy    
• The increased use of mobile devices (especially smartphones) which provide access to social media 

accentuates many of those risks. For instance, by easily facilitating instantaneous responses. 
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Educate your clients
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Even though a number of rules limit the type of 
content legal practices can share on social media, 
there are still numerous ways to establish a connection 
with your customers.  

Sharing educational content or a personal opinion 
about a certain legal issue may assist you in 
positioning your firm as a thought leader in a 
particular area of law.



Twitter
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Of those lawyers who used Twitter, lawyers from firms with 100 or more lawyers led the way at 
45%, followed by lawyers from firms of 500+ (29%), firms of 2-9 (29%), firms of 10-49 (25%), 
solos (22%), and those from firms with 50-99 attorneys (17%).



What Twitter can do

•  Establish thought leadership in your industry. 

•  Gain new clients by being approachable and engaged. 

•  Read current news to keep you up to date on industry developments and trends. 

•  Network to increase exposure and obtain new clients. 

•  Share information quickly so your customers can learn more about your services.
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Twitter Case Study 

Justice Willett of Texas’ highest court not only 
tweets about work with iStock photos but has a 
kick-ass personalised profile picture that is witty 
and relevant to the platform.  

YEE HAW! Justice Willett’s profile pic. 

More often than not he combines engaging 
visuals with much needed lawyer humour when 
things get a little too serious.
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https://twitter.com/JusticeWillett


LinkedIn

LinkedIn – 57% of law firms use LinkedIn. It is a useful platform to network and highlight your firm’s 
experience.  

With over 73% of lawyers using LinkedIn, they can be an ideal referral source for your legal firm and 
endorse the work you do. 

Create a company page for your legal firm, add your banner and logo, and share relevant articles 
and news. 
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https://www.mycase.com/blog/2016/02/how-are-lawyers-using-social-media-in-2016-infographic/


What LinkedIn Can do

•  Get advice on topics that impact the success of your firm, like marketing. 

•  Network with others in a field of expertise. 

•  Gain insights on trends in the industry which will make you “In- The-Know” of the industry. 
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LinkedIn Case Study 

Many lawyers network on LinkedIn through groups. The Personal Injury Attorney Network is one 
example. The group has over 16,000 members and hosts discussions on latest trends that 
engage experts in the field.  
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https://www.linkedin.com/groups/108727/profile


Facebook
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42% of lawyers shared that their law firms maintained a Facebook presence. 37% of responding 
lawyers shared that they used Facebook for professional reasons, and 90% indicated that they 
participated on Facebook for personal, non-professional purposes. 

The most active lawyers on Facebook for professional purposes are solos at 59% (compared to 48% 
in 2016), followed by 49% of lawyers from small firms (2-9 attorneys) (compared to 41% in 2016). Mid-
sized firms with 10-49 lawyers were next at 26% (compared to 22% in 2016), and lawyers at firms with 
100 or more lawyers came in last at 26% (compared to 16% in 2016).



What Facebook can do

• Direct engagement with potential clients which can create business inquiries. 

• Social environment that informs potential clients. 

• Easy to share business information that creates a trust through response time, reviews and visuals 
that will drive clients contacting you for your services. 

• Videos have a high conversion rate for new clients and website clicks. 
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Case Study 

Jacob J Sapochnick - Immigration 
Lawyer from California  
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https://www.agorapulse.com/blog/social-media-marketing-for-law-firms
https://www.agorapulse.com/blog/social-media-marketing-for-law-firms


How people search.. 

When people have a problem they immediately turn to Google and other search engines to find the 
answer. The way things work online, a few words or phrases are typed into the search bar and websites 
that best match it will show up. 

For certain legal concerns, you may see searches like this: 

• Start -ups?  

• Can my client sue me? 

• How will Brexit affect me?
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How blogs can answer

In these situations, having a blog and writing about the legal perspective can bring more visitors to your 
website and potentially lead to new clients. 

To achieve this, you will need to write articles with headlines like the following: 

• 7 things you must do when forming a start-up  

• What to do when your client wants to sue you 

• Brexit  - what it means for your business  

Blogging is a powerful tool that takes time, commitment and a little online knowledge to make it work. 
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Things to consider for your Social Media 

Immediate goals 

1.Be authentic  

2.Be engaging  

3.  Try live video 

4.Messaging Apps 

5.Social Media  - making you searchable 

6.Social Media  - making you local
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Useful websites

https://www.socialmedialawbulletin.com 

https://blog.feedspot.com/legal_law_blogs/ 

https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/support-services/advice/practice-notes/social-media/ 
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https://www.socialmedialawbulletin.com
https://blog.feedspot.com/legal_law_blogs/
https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/support-services/advice/practice-notes/social-media/


Thanks 
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Anna Osborne 
Capital A Agency 

www.capitalaagency.co.uk  
annavosborne@icloud.com 

Tel: 07771714848


